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BCC Presort
Data Processing Software

Scalable production mail solutions.
BCC Software production mailing solutions offer address correction,
database management, duplicate record detection and advanced
postal sorts. BCC Presort specializes in sorting flat sized pieces
and supports the most complex mailings, including many optional
procedure agreements and niche classifications. Production
mailers who are very familiar with postal regulations and operate
in a distributed processing environment gain needed speed and
flexibility. Everything is backed by the personal, high-quality support
from BCC Software mailing industry experts.

High-Volume Mail Preparation
BCC Presort is an integral part of large commercial printer workflows
and those seeking razor-thin differences in gross margins. Use BCC
Presort to improve your operations and to receive the maximum
possible postage savings. Bring your mail into production more
quickly by setting up just a few parameters to run a job. Take
advantage of superior mailing expertise for worry-free product
support and service.

BENEFITS
» Achieve the best possible postage discounts.
» Approved by the USPS® so presorting is in full compliance

with USPS regulations.
» Meet unique operational requirements.
» Bring mail into production more efficiently.
» Gain control, speed and flexibility.
» Save time, save money, and improve efficiency.

Features
» PAVE™ Gold, MAC Batch™ and ZAP certified

presort software helps advanced mailing
operations produce mailings that both
meet USPS regulations and leverage
optional procedure agreements and niche
classifications.
» Offers flexibility to customize mailings to

include many types of sortation options such as
palletization, co-mail, multiple entry points and
manifest mailings.
» Includes support for many exotic preparations,

plus drop shipping and Carrier Route sortation
for maximum work-sharing discounts.
» Supports Intelligent Mail® with the necessary

output for printing as well as electronic
document submission through Mail.dat®.
» Create Mail.dat files that support the

transmission of Informed Delivery® campaign
information.
» Create and customize output files for Address,

Pallet, Sack/Tray, and Package label creation to
meet your needs.
» Easily integrates with BCC Ignite and other

systems or products to improve efficiency.
» Can be scaled to meet your company needs

from a standalone installation to server-client
deployments on different platforms.
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Features (continued)

Optional Add-Ons

BCC PRESORT VIEWS

ELECTRONIC VERIFICATION SYSTEM (EVS)

» Makes processing database files easy for new and

Prepare parcel mailings with IMpb compliant shipping
labels, submit a single Shipping Services File (.manifest)
for Tracking and Postage Payment, and manage quality
across all mailings with a monthly reconciliation process.

existing users.
» Presents easy-to-use, graphical screens with menus,

wizards, toolbars, and online help to save time and
prevent setup errors.
» Set up parts of your job automatically and verify your job

setup as you go, so it catches and corrects most errors
quickly.

AIR FREIGHT BOXES (AFB)
You can prepare, label, pay, and transport AFB mailings
and use eInduction to identify the AFB as a container to
expedite delivery of time-sensitive materials.

LABEL STUDIO (SOLD SEPARATELY)

PRIORITY MAIL

Label Studio takes your input files and outputs customized
labels. Use this design tool to produce address, trays,
sack and pallet labels that meet postal industry standards.
Label Studio supports printing to many types of printers
including Windows-based printer drivers, Inkjet printers,
PLC Data Stream Printer drivers and Generic Text.

Priority Mail® (PM) class offers expedited service (1-3
business day domestic delivery, not guaranteed). BCC
Presort currently supports Priority Mail parcel jobs.

BCC Software Service and Support
Highly personalized support and high-quality service are
available to help you optimize your production process,
troubleshoot and resolve issues, as well as deliver mailing
industry expertise directly to your mailing organization.

MAILING INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
BCC Software is pleased to offer personal support
for all your mailing software needs today and into the
future. Our exceptional service and technical expertise
help our customers easily and quickly achieve success
with their mailing solutions. Our skilled, knowledgeable
professionals understand the complexities of address
management and USPS regulations.

MIXED CLASS CO-MAIL
Ideal for large commercial printers, co-minglers and
logistics providers to the mailing industry, to combine
volumes from periodical flats and standard flats and BPM
into a single mailing to maximize postage discounts and
minimize labor costs.

POLYBAGS
Facilitates the creation of polybags containing multiple
periodicals, each of which can be treated as a single flat—
potentially resulting in large savings on piece charges.

To purchase BCC Software mailing solutions
or to learn more about support options, call
(800) 337-0442, or visit: bccsoftware.com

EXPERTS FROM DATA TO DELIVERY
BCC Software has been the industry leader in postal
presort software and address quality solutions for over
40 years. Our data-driven solutions enhance direct
communications anywhere along the workflow spectrum.
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